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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You create a model-driven app for salespeople.

Users must interact with a business process flow that invokes multiple tables. You need to instruct users where to find the business

process flow, which component should you use?

Options: 
A- form

B- command bar

C- dashboard

D- site map

Answer: 
D

Question 2



Question Type: DragDrop

You perform repeatable tasks using software installed on a home computer.

The operating system includes Microsoft Power Automate Desktop.

You need to decide which tasks to automate using Power Automate Desktop.

Which tasks can you automate? To answer, drag the appropriate can automate responses to the correct tasks. Each can automate

response may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 3
Question Type: Hotspot

A company uses Microsoft Dataverse to store holiday employee request data.

An HR manager needs a report that displays overview information about the employee requests.



You need to design a report that visualizes request data over time and type.

Which Microsoft Power Bl functionalities should you use to complete each step? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer

area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 4
Question Type: Hotspot

A company uses Microsoft Teams and Microsoft 365. Employees use Microsoft Excel to create checklist and capture measurements.

The company requites a Microsoft Power Platform app to consolidate the checklists and perform the measurements- Network

connectivity may not be available when measurements are taken.

Which features should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area

NOTE: Each coned selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 5
Question Type: DragDrop

You are designing a new model-driven app for salespeople at a company.

The company requires that all new line-of-business apps must use a much native functionality as possible to avoid having developers

maintain code.

You need to determine how to implement the app s business logic.

Which method should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate methods to the correct requirements. Each method may be used once,

more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 6
Question Type: Hotspot

A bicycle shop uses Microsoft Dataverse to track bicycle rentals and renter information. The bicycle shop has a standalone tablet with a

canvas app. Renters use the app to check out bicycles. Only one renter at a time can check out bicycles.

Multiple renters can rent as a team. You must expand the app to allow team rentals in one step. All team members must be registered

under a single phone number.

You need to modify the canvas app to display team and team member information, along with bicycle information

Which Ul elements should you use for each requirement? To answer, select the appropriate options m the answer area

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 7
Question Type: Hotspot

A company is building several Power Apps apps to help with sales operations collaboration. You need to identify the right solution for

data storage.

Which solution should you use? To answer select the appropriate options in the answer area. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one

point.



Answer: 

Question 8
Question Type: Hotspot

Users in your company vote on color choices for marketing materials by using the following canvas app:

Users enter color names into a text control and then select Add color to add the color to the Color options radio control. You must

remove all the listed colors when a user selects Clear Selection

You need to implement the functionality.

Which Power Fx formulas should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 
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